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Christine Brown
(Alison Lohman) climbs into the wet grave of her enemy.

CHICAGO – This 25-image slideshow contains the official press images for “Drag Me to Hell” starring Alison Lohman, Justin Long, Lorna
Raver, Dileep Rao, David Paymer, and Adriana Barraza. The film, written by Sam Raimi & Ivan Raimi and directed by Sam Raimi, opens on
May 29th, 2009.

Synopsis:

“Director Sam Raimi (Spider-Man, Evil Dead, A Simple Plan) returns to the horror genre with Drag Me to Hell, an original tale of a young
woman’s desperate quest to escape an evil curse.

Christine Brown (Alison Lohman) is an ambitious L.A. loan officer with a charming boyfriend, professor Clay Dalton (Justin Long). Life is good
until the mysterious Mrs. Ganush (Lorna Raver) arrives at the bank to beg for an extension on her home loan. Should Christine follow her
instincts and give the old woman a break? Or should she deny the extension to impress her boss, Mr. Jacks (David Paymer), and get a leg-up
on a promotion? Christine chooses the later, dispossessing Mrs. Ganush of her home.

In retaliation, the old woman places the curse of the Lamia upon Christine, transforming her life into a living nightmare. Haunted by an evil
spirit and misunderstood by a skeptical boyfriend, she seeks the aid of seer Rham Jas (Dileep Rao) to save her soul from eternal damnation.
To help the shattered Christine, the psychic sets her on a frantic course to reverse the spell. As evil forces close in, Christine must face the
unthinkable: How far will she go to break free of the curse?”

You can click “Next” and “Previous” to scan through this slideshow or jump directly to individual photos with the captioned links below. All
photos credited to Melissa Moseley and Universal Pictures. All Rights Reserved.
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Drag_01 [15]: Writer/director Sam Raimi on the set.

Drag_02 [16]: Mrs. Ganush (Lorna Raver) begs Christine Brown (Alison Lohman) for a loan extension.

Drag_03 [17]: Writer/director Sam Raimi on the set.

Drag_04 [18]: Mrs. Ganush (Lorna Raver) exacts her revenge.

Drag_05 [19]: Justin Long as sympathetic boyfriend Clay Dalton.

Drag_06 [20]: Alison Lohman as loan officer Christine Brown.

Drag_07 [21]: Christine Brown (Alison Lohman) tells boyfriend Clay Dalton (Justin Long) about her predicament.

Drag_08 [22]: Christine Brown (Alison Lohman) is read her dark future by seer Rham Jas (Dileep Rao).

Drag_09 [23]: (L to R) Seer Rham Jas (Dileep Rao), Shaun San Dena (Adriana Barraza) and Christine Brown (Alison Lohman) discuss her
dark future.

Drag_10 [24]: (Clockwise, from top) Christine Brown (Alison Lohman), seer Rham Jas (Dileep Rao), Milos (Kevin Foster) and Shaun San
Dena (Adriana Barraza) conduct a séance.

Drag_11 [25]: Writer/director Sam Raimi on the set.

Drag_12 [26]: Dileep Rao as seer Rham Jas.

Drag_13 [27]: Shaun San Dena (Adriana Barraza) is possessed during a séance.

Drag_14 [28]: Shaun San Dena (Adriana Barraza) conducts a séance.

Drag_15 [29]: (L to R) Christine Brown (Alison Lohman), Milos (Kevin Foster) seer Rham Jas (Dileep Rao) and Shaun San Dena (Adriana
Barraza) in a séance gone wrong.

Drag_16 [30]: Writer/director Sam Raimi on the set.

Drag_17 [31]: Christine Brown (Alison Lohman) visits a seer with boyfriend Clay Dalton (Justin Long).

Drag_18 [32]: Justin Long as sympathetic boyfriend Clay Dalton.

Drag_19 [13]: Alison Lohman as loan officer Christine Brown.

Drag_20 [33]: Christine Brown (Alison Lohman) climbs into the wet grave of her enemy.

Drag_21 [14]: Christine Brown (Alison Lohman) is attacked while in the wet grave of her enemy.

Drag_22 [34]: Mrs. Ganush (Lorna Raver) exacts her revenge.
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Drag_23 [35]: Mrs. Ganush (Lorna Raver) exacts her revenge.

Drag_24 [36]: Christine Brown (Alison Lohman) climbs into the wet grave of her enemy.

Drag_25 [37]: Mrs. Ganush (Lorna Raver) attacks Christine Brown (Alison Lohman).
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By BRIAN TALLERICO [39]
Content Director
HollywoodChicago.com
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